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GOAL Turkey’s four primary lessons on the development of their CFM are:

1. Ensuring that an active system is in-place so that all communications are responded to within a set timeframe and that all CFM users receive updates or a full response to their issue. This helps build trust and acceptance in the community. CommCare (an application used for data collection) has helped in this regard.

2. Ensuring that the CFM Team has a gender balance. It is essential that female members of the community have a native-speaking female CFM representative whom they can talk to if they are to provide feedback and in different languages.

3. Ensuring that serious complaints are handled effectively and separately. Either through an ad hoc or permanent Serious Complaints Committee.

4. Including a CFM section in each M&E tool (satisfaction surveys, PDMS, etc) to ensure the efficiency and relevancy of the current active CFM system, assess gaps, and hear suggestions to take corrective actions if any.

Innovations

- In October 2019, GOAL Turkey established a Serious Complaints Committee to oversee response to, and investigation of, serious complaints (fraud, abuse, exploitation). Chaired by MEAL and composed of senior management in GOAL Turkey, the Committee works closely with the Complaints Response Group and Investigations Unit in GOAL HQ. This Committee helped GOAL Turkey to effectively manage its response to serious issues and act quicker where needed.

- GOAL Turkey utilised a range of channels for its CFM. These were WhatsApp, a toll-free hotline, an email address, and suggestion boxes at field offices.

- As well as the standard use of posters and banners to advertise the CFM, GOAL Turkey have added a question to the GOAL’s Helpdesk to ask beneficiaries if they’d prefer to speak with a male or female staff member. This was inspired by the gender distribution of the staff.

- Initially managed solely by GOAL Turkey’s MEAL Manager, an Accountability Assistant was hired first in 2019, with another joining in 2021. From the outset, GOAL Turkey’s CFM has been promoted widely in target communities, using innovative techniques such as mugs and pens. Strong promotion of the mechanism meant that, from 2019, when GOAL Turkey received 69 communications, to 2021 when over 5,000 were received, the CFM grew at a fast rate. This learning brief documents some of the methods GOAL Turkey used to develop and strengthen its CFM, as well as approaches to increasing the awareness and acceptance of the CFM in the community. It is hoped that new and existing international humanitarian and development programmes may draw learning from which to start or strengthen their CFMs.
The two Accountability Officers (covering five project locations) routinely conducted visits to field sites and social support centres, meeting the targeted population to field feedback, concerns, suggestion, and any challenges they faced. Focus Group Discussions are also conducted to collect feedback about the CFM.

Observations

- Spikes in CFM usage were consistently noted during and immediately after in-kind distribution undertaken by GOAL Turkey. This falls in-line with the global GOAL observation of in-kind support generating most CFM traffic.
- Women are usually more comfortable disclosing issues to other women, more so than to men (PSEA Task Force). Today, the majority (70% in 2021) of GOAL Turkey’s CFM users are adult females. In 2019, this was closer to 50%. GOAL Turkey noted that after the female Accountability Assistant joined, the number of adult female CFM cases increased by 160% (379 to 985). This was particularly noted in face-to-face communications, where females went from being the minority to the majority, after a female Accountability Assistant was hired.
- The toll-free hotline is the most used channel in GOAL Turkey’s CFM. However, there are costs associated with running a toll-free line. GOAL Turkey also noted that users often failed to hang up once calls had ended, incurring more costs.

Recommendations and Conclusion

Recommendations

Having a gender balanced CFM Team is crucial to gaining the trust of female community members and encouraging them to use the mechanism. Females are less likely to share issues with male CFM members. Meanwhile, male community members do not seem particularly put off by having to speak to women.

Community interest in GOAL and its CFM will likely jump in and around the distribution of in-kind support. Therefore, CFM promotional materials (such as posters and banners) should be on display as much as possible during distribution times and close to distribution centres.

CommCare is a very useful application to assist CFM teams in more efficient case management, as well as collecting and categorising more kinds of data. This also helps increase the acceptance and trust for the mechanism in the community. CommCare does require investment in staff training for it to be used effectively. This should be considered when switching to CommCare.

When developing a toll-free hotline, it is important to be aware of the costs for the agency. Country programmes should work with their service provider to ensure there are no hidden costs associated with the mechanism.

Conclusion

GOAL Turkey’s CFM has grown at a faster rate than most others in the agency. While CFM usage is often down to cultural, local, contextual, and programmatic factors, a country programme can find means of encouraging more usage, making the mechanism more inclusive and accessible, making the community more aware, and ensuring the mechanism is as efficient as possible.